Abstract. For a novel hybrid mechanism for automobile electro-coating conveying, a local transmission index is proposed to be used for the optimal design the geometric parameters of the conveying mechanism. By defining the transmission angle of the mechanism, the local transmission index of the mechanism is defined according to the relationship between the force transmission characteristics and the transmission angle. Then the parameters of the lifting mechanism of the novel hybrid mechanism are designed by combining the performance evaluation index with the mechanism characteristics. Finally, kinematic control experiment is carried out to verify the correctness and validity of the performance evaluation index and the optimal design. The experimental results show that the mechanism designed using the index always operates far from any singularity with excellent motion/force transmissibility.
Introduction
The existing conveying mechanisms for electro-coating of automobile bodies, such as the RoDip conveyor and the multifunctional shuttle, are cantilever beam structure, which the ability to bear heavy load and large load is poorer and the level of flexibility is not high. Therefore, a novel hybrid mechanism for automobile electro-coating conveying is developed based on the hybrid mechanism. For the proposed novel hybrid conveying mechanism, it is more relevant to the engineering application needs through establishes the movement/force transmission performance evaluation index from the aspect of mechanics behavior characteristics.
Parallel mechanism is the main body of hybrid mechanism, and the research of hybrid mechanism is mainly based on parallel mechanism. In the design of parallel mechanism, performance evaluation index is a very important content, which is the basis of the design and the realization of the goal. Over the past 20 years, the Jacobi matrix, the condition number and the dexterity are used as the performance evaluation and design index. The index is originally proposed in the field of series mechanism, and successfully applied in the design of series mechanism. These research results are directly applied to parallel mechanism in the early stage [1] [2] [3] , and followed up to now. At the same time, Merlet [4] , a famous international parallel manipulator, had investigated two main performance indices which are widely used in the field of parallel mechanism: local conditioning index (LCI) and global conditioning index (GCI) [5] , and suspected that these two index performance evaluation and optimization design in the parallel mechanism with mixing (movement and rotation) degrees of freedom.
Unlike serial mechanism for flexible operation, such as excavators of four-bar linkage, parallel mechanism is better at transfer motion and force. From the perspective of the structure constitutes, parallel mechanism and four-bar linkage are both belong to the closed-loop mechanism; from the perspective of the kinematic, parallel mechanism has the characteristics of the single closed loop four-bar linkage more or less. Four-bar linkage has experienced decades of application in industry, and its design and synthesis theory is proved to be scientific and feasible. This paper inherits the design thought of four-bar linkage, apply the concept of motion/force transfer characteristics to evaluate and design a novel hybrid conveying mechanism for electro-coating of automobile bodies.
The paper defines the transmission angle learnt from the classical transmission angle concept of four-bar linkage and the local transmission index based on the relationship of force transmission characteristics and transmission angle to reflect motion/force transfer performance of a single position. To make the mechanism has higher speed and motion/force transmission performance and avoid the singular configuration, the transmission angle is selected in a certain range. To verify the design scheme, this paper designes the practical mechanism parameters based on the performance evaluation index. Finally, the kinematic control experiment for actual conveying mechanism is conducted to verify its effectiveness.
Establishment of Performance Evaluation Index
The novel conveying mechanism for electro-coating of automobile bodies consists of two parts: translation mechanism and lifting-rotating mechanism. The prototype of the novel conveying mechanism is shown in Fig. 1 . The function of each part is relatively independent. As the main body, the structure of lifting-rotating mechanism is more complex, and have a greater impact on the conveying performance. Meanwhile, the rotating mechanism and lifting mechanism are separately controlled by the lifting driving motor and the rotating driving motor. Therefore, in order to characterize the motion/force transfer performance of the mechanism, this paper focuses on the research of the lifting mechanism.
A. Structure description
The lifting mechanism has two branches, each branch contains one PRR chain, the intersection piont P positioned by a couple of driving sliders in the workspace. Unilateral side structure diagram of lifting mechanism shown in Fig. 2 , establishes a fixed reference coordinate system O-xy, where PD 1 =R 1 , PD 2 =R 2 , the distance of two sliders is R 3 .
The mechanism has three size parameters, namely R 1 , R 2 and R 3 , which values are from zero to infinity. To contain all mechanism which consists of different length of bars in a finite space, the physical properties of the mechanism should be eliminated. Defined To ensure that the lifting mechanism can be assembled and achieve two degrees of freedom, the R 1 and R 2 can not be 0, and the r 1 +r 2 can not be less than R 3 , otherwise it will not be assembled into 
B. Definition of performance evaluation index
As shown in Fig. 1, γ j ( j=1, 2) is defined as the inverse transmission angle, μ is defined as the transmission angle. With two sliders as the drivers, when D 1 P reaches the horizontal position, that is γ 1 = 90°, the force passed to the output point P from the first branch reaches the maximum. Similarly, when γ 2 = 90°, the force passed to the output point P from the second branch reaches the maximum. We can see that the force transmission performance and transmission angle has a close relationship. The mechanism has the best force transmission performance when the transmission angle is 90°.
When γ j and μ is 0° or 180°, the mechanism becomes singularities. It can be seen, the transmission angle also has a close relationship with the mechanism singular. In order to avoid the singular configurations and its nearby regions, γ j and μ can not be too small or too large. Through the above analysis, the transmission angle closer to 90°, the more preferable. To this end, defined an index of local transmission index as follows:
where, TA = γ j or TA = μ. In which
It is easy to see that the greater the value, the transmission angle closer to 90°, which means that the motion/force transfer performance of the mechanism is better. the index χ in this paper is the transmission performance evaluation index local transmission index.
In order to make the mechanism has a higher speed and motion/force transmission performance, the transmission angle is selected within the scope of (45°, 135°). In this way, the limit value of local transmission index can be calculated accordingly. That is sin(/4). χπ > (6) From the above analysis, it can be seen that in the limit of local transmission index, the transmission angles γ j and μ will not reach 0° or 180°. It is also one of the significance of this paper that limiting the transmission angle can effectively avoid the singularity.
The minimum value of local transmission index can determine a workspace for the mechanism, the corresponding workingspace is good-transmission workspace. It is the set of all the pose of end effector reference point can be realized in the case of the local transmission index is greater than sin(π/4).
Design and Application
As shown in Fig. 2 , since the mechanism has only one active output-the output of the movement in the y direction. So there is no displacement in x-direction.
The mechanism parameters that need to optimizal design are the length of two connecting rod R = R 1 = R 2 and the distence of two sliders in the zero position. According to the Eq. 6 can be known:
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The the length of two connecting rod is designed as R = R 1 = R 2 = 500mm. The GTW value of the lifting mechanism along the y-axis can be calculated by the formula (16) 
Expected working space along the Y axis direction of the length of the 100mm. That is, the end of the two connecting rod do sinusoidal motion with the amplitude of 50mm. So set the distance of two sliders in the zero position R 3 = 800mm.
Experimential Verification
In the novel conveying mechanism for electro-coating of automobile bodies, the lifting mechanism is installed according to the size parameters optimizal designed by performance evaluation index. The actual length of the connecting rod R 1 = R 2 = 495mm, and the actual distance of two sliders in zero position R 3 = 800mm. Control the lifting mechanism to run the complete kinematics procedures, obtained the end trajectory of the connecting rod is shown in Fig. 3 . γγµ ==°=°The transmission angles were always satified with the local performance evaluation index in the process of operation and on singularities. The whole menchanism running smoothly, and had good motion/force transfer performance.
Conclusion
For a novel hybrid mechanism for automobile electro-coating conveying, to meet the requirements of the project application, this paper uses the concept of transmission angle to establishe a kind of parallel mechanism motion/force transmission performance evaluation index from the mechanical behavior characteristic angle. Then optimizal designs the lifting mechanism parameters with the performance evaluation index. Finally, through the experimental verification, the mechanism has good motion/force transmission performance and no singularities in the desired workspace.
